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Committee Letter 

 Greetings, all, and welcome to the 2017 General Conference of the International Council 

of Museums, or ICOM. Since its inception, the world of  fine art has influenced and been 

influenced by economics, politics, technological advancement, imperialization, and 

globalization, with a heavy dose of mystery and eccentricism to match. Art is a representation of 

culture, and in an increasingly global culture, the Art World faces new and complex issues. From 

arguments about provenance and ownership in the wake of colonialism, and the effects of war 

and terrorism on historical sites, artifacts, and fine art, the types of issues this committee will 

face are as exciting as those one might find in the pages of the Da Vinci Code. Life imitates art, 

and it can be just as fantastic. 

Myself and your chair, Katya Sankow, are here to guide you through this conference so 

that you can come up with the solutions that the Art World so desperately needs. The future of 

the intangible heritage and culture of many societies across the world rest in your capable 

hands. I have worked hard to develop an unconventional committee that will challenge and 

excite you. The positions you will represent are drawn from the many different players in the art 

world, and will have different but equally important interests and portfolio powers. For this 

reason, we encourage you to do holistic research on the topics and positions in this committee in 

addition to your own specific interest in order to be able to engage fully with the committee. The 

scope of the issues covered in this committee are designed to please the art lover and the novice 

alike, and I hope that everyone will leave this  year’s conference with an enhanced 

understanding of and appreciation for the ways in which art impacts our lives.  

Sincerely, 

Eva Lucy Alvarado, Crisis Director 

Katya Sankow, Chair 

 



Overview 

  
Format of the Committee 

This committee will emulate the structure of the General Assembly of the International 

Council of Museums, with a few additions in order to enhance the committee’s influence in the 

‘Art World’ at large. All of the powers that delegates will possess are equally important to the 

success of the operations of the committee. Though different factions may appear to have starkly 

different interests, each position contributes to the general success of the international art 

community as a whole. For this reason, research will be paramount, and will build the necessary 

foundation for delegates to be creative both in committee and through crisis. Delegates are 

encouraged to be innovative with their position powers and to strike up unlikely alliances and 

solutions, provided that they are detailed and well-founded. It is strongly encouraged that 

delegates read the entirety of the dossier in order to get a sense of how the committee functions 

and what roles different positions will play. In addition, it is also strongly encouraged that 

delegates read all of the footnotes and review all of the research tools provided at the end of this 

guide. 

 

ICOM in Brief 

The International Council of Museums was founded in 1946 as a forum for the “global 

museum community ” to engage with and provide solutions for the issues that museums face. It 
1

is a network that consists of over 35,000 members, including individual museum professionals 

and about 20,000 museums. It has over 100 committees covering a broad range of subjects and 

specialties, but for the purposes of this committee, the General Assembly will act as a condensed 

1  “Icom in brief,” International Council of Museums, 2016, 

http://icom.museum/the-organisation/icom-in-brief/. 



version of these many committees. All delegates should expect to engage with the core issues 

discussed in this background guide.  

The governing structure of ICOM closely resembles that of another international 

forum—the United Nations—though it does have some significant differences. Like the UN, the 

core of the decisions made by the organization come from the General Assembly, which is 

overseen by a hierarchy of governing positions. The council itself consists of a President, 

Director General, Executive Board, General Secretariat, Advisory Council, and General 

Assembly. The President of ICOM is elected to be in charge of external relations within the 

museum community, and delegates the day-to-day internal functions of the organization to the 

Director General, who is appointed to be in charge of internal communication and improving 

the functions of the body as a whole. The Executive Board of ICOM is elected to be in charge of 

implementing strategy and overseeing the resources of the organization, including membership, 

finances, and “intellectual and technical” resources . The General Secretariat is composed of 
2

delegates from ten nationalities, and coordinates the committees and programs developed by 

the executive board, which then make up the General Assembly. The Advisory Council advises 

both the Executive Board and the General Assembly on the policy, programs, procedures, and 

finances of ICOM, and also has the capability to propose amendments to the ICOM Statutes. The 

General Assembly, the largest body within ICOM, consists of members from all over the world. 

The General Assembly meets annually in order to set the governing rules of the body, and meets 

every three years at the General Conference in order to develop and adopt the ICOM ‘Strategic 

Plan.’ In addition to its similarities to the United Nations, ICOM has formal relations with both 

the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), the United 

2“Executive Board - ICOM,” International Council of Museums, 2016, 

 http://icom.museum/the-governance/executive-board/ 
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Nations Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC), and the United Nations Office on Drugs and 

Crime (ONUDC). ICOM also collaborates with several other international organizations, 

including INTERPOL, the World Customs Organization (WCO), the World Intellectual Property 

Organization (WIPO), the Arab League Educational Cultural and Scientific Organization 

(ALESCO), the International Centre for the Study of the Preservation and Restoration of 

Cultural Property (ICCOM), and the International Bar Association (IBA). In addition, ICOM has 

relations with multiple NGOs. It is strongly encouraged that delegates know all organizations 

that ICOM collaborates with, and understand the relationships that the organizations share . 
3

 

ICOM Missions and The Strategic Plan 

ICOM has four structural missions, which are:  Establishing Standards of Excellence 

through the ICOM Code of Ethics for Museums, which “establishes minimum standards for 

professional practices and achievements for museums and their employees;” Leading a 

Diplomatic Forum by gathering international professionals, and engaging with international 

conventions on heritage; Developing a Professional Network through its 35,000 members, 

connecting both institutions and museum professionals; and Leading a Global Think Tank by 

conducting research in its 30 International Committees. ICOM also implements four 

International Missions in accordance with international mandates in coordination with partners 

such as UNESCO, INTERPOL, and the World Customs Organisation (WCO). ICOM's 

international missions include : 
4

● “Fighting the illicit traffic of cultural goods 

● Risk management 

● Culture and knowledge promotion 

3  More information available at http://icom.museum/the-organisation/partners/ 

 
4  “The Organisation,” International Council of Museums, 2016, 

http://icom.museum/the-organisation/icom-missions/ 
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● Protection of tangible and intangible heritage”  

 

For the purposes of this committee, the body will mainly be focusing on issues related to 

ICOM’s International Missions, as they are more the concern of the General Assembly than the 

other, more developmental missions, which would fall in the jurisdiction of the President, 

Director General, and the various executive committees. 

In part, ICOM performs these core duties by defining the terms by which the 

international museum community must engage. ICOM defines a museum as a 

“non-profit, permanent institution in the service of society and its development, 

open to the public, which acquires, conserves, researches, communicates and 

exhibits the tangible and intangible heritage of humanity and its environment for 

the purposes of education, study and enjoyment.” 

 

If an institution fits this description, they can become a member of ICOM. In order to become a 

member, one must abide by the ICOM Code of Ethics for Museums. The code was adopted in 

1986 and is a reference tool for ICOM members that “establishes the values and principles 

shared by ICOM and the international museum community” and “sets minimum standards of 

professional practice and performance for museums and their staff. ” Its core provisions state 
5

that: 

1. “Museums preserve, interpret and promote the natural and cultural inheritance 

of humanity 

2. Museums that maintain collections hold them in trust for the benefit of society 

and its development 

3. Museums hold primary evidence for establishing and furthering knowledge 

4. Museums provide opportunities for the appreciation, understanding and 

promotion of the natural and cultural heritage 

5. Museums hold resources that provide opportunities for other public services 

and benefits 

5  “Code of Ethics,” International Council of Museums, 2016. 

http://icom.museum/the-vision/code-of-ethics/ 
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6. Museums work in close collaboration with the communities from which their 

collections originate as well as those they serve 

7. Museums operate in a legal manner 

8. Museums operate in a professional manner” 

 

Delegates are required to read the complete  ICOM Code of Ethics for Museums as part of their 

research for the committee. 

Finally, ICOM has a “Strategic Plan” which is discussed by the General Assembly and 

further developed by the Strategic Planning Committee. The current objectives of the ICOM 

Strategic Plan are as follows : 
6

1. Enhancing membership value through improved participation, service, 

communications, and capacity building 

2. Enhancing ICOM’s international profile 

3. Raising the visibility of ICOM 

4. Enhancing ICOM’s international role 

5. Auditing ICOM’s needs in terms of staff and resources 

This Strategic Plan is an important part of ICOM’s internal operations, and delegates should 

keep these goals in mind as they engage in committee. However, the topics of debate will not 

necessarily be centered around implementing these objectives. 

 

Structure of the Body 

For the purposes of this committee, we have decided to take some liberties to diversify 

the positions and interests that delegates will have. Though the rules of the committee and goals 

of the General Assembly will closely resemble the framework that ICOM operates under, we 

have decided to include several for-profit institutions in the art world. Rather than simulating a 

conference with the main goal of deliberating matters that are internal to ICOM (such as the 

6  “Strategic Plan,” International Council of Museums, 2016, 

http://icom.museum/the-vision/strategic-plan/ 
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Strategic Plan), the General Assembly will discuss matters that affect the art world at large. In 

essence, the simulation will be an ICOM-sponsored gathering of institutions and professionals 

across the international art world. The members of the General Conference will consist of two 

‘types’ of positions: the museums that are traditionally included in ICOM, as well as several 

for-profit institutions whose operations interact with museums. For the most part, this will 

include large auction houses as well as some other significant institutions in the art world. 

Though these ‘types’ have different interests, there is also considerable overlap between the roles 

they play. 

 

Background on the Topics: Historical Context 

 

The concept of the ‘Art World’ itself is very broad. In her book, Seven Days in the Art 

World, sociologist and ethnographer Sarah Thornton defines the ‘Art World’ as "a loose network 

of overlapping subcultures held together by a belief in art.”  This includes many different 
7

components, including artists, museums, critics, dealers, curators, scholars, and collectors—in 

other words, all those who create, critique, collect, evaluate, view, and study art. ‘Art,’ in this 

case refers to Fine Art, a somewhat subjective category of created things meant to convey 

meaning through aesthetic representation. In most cases, fine art is visual, including painting, 

sculpture, photography, printmaking, performance art, and architecture, though music, poetry, 

dance, and theatre are also included in traditional definitions of the fine arts. Artists, especially 

contemporary artists, also combine elements of different aspects of fine art to appeal to the 

senses of the viewer, incorporating sound, dimension, and even smell and texture into an 

artwork. Fine Art is seen as separate from folk art, commercial art, and human-made historical 

artifacts such as ritual objects. However, this notion is often challenged by fine artists such as 

7  Sarah Thornton, Seven Days in the Art World, (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, Inc., 

2009), xi.  



Takashi Murakami and Faig Ahmed, who incorporate elements of these other categories into 

their work . Though many of the museums that are members of ICOM are not institutions that 
8

engage with visual art or fine art—some focus on other areas of fine art, such as music, while 

others are scientific museums—this committee and its members will focus on visual art, 

artifacts, and the issues relating to these categories.  

An important element of the Art World in general is the international art market, a 

billion-dollar industry that involves the sale of fine art and artifacts. The main players in the art 

market are auction houses, and they facilitate the buying and selling of fine art from all over the 

world. The three most popular categories of fine art that are sold in these auction houses tend to 

be Contemporary Art, Old Masters and Impressionist Art, and, increasingly, Asian Art, such as 

watercolors, prints, and pottery. In addition, an incredibly diverse array of other art objects are 

sold in the international art market, such as African Art, South Asian Art, and Renaissance Art, 

as well as artifacts from all over the world.  

The ways in which fine art is interpreted and valued by museums, collectors, critics, 

artists, and the everyday people who engage with fine art, have changed over time. Fine art has 

always existed in every culture, but the art world and the international art market as we know it 

today are heavily influenced by Western ideas and values that influenced the production and 

consumption of art and spread across the world through European imperialization, and 

post-colonial globalization. However, Non-Western art is still a constant and important force in 

the financial and aesthetic trends of the art world. Objects that are considered to be examples of 

fine art date back to the Stone Age and come from a wide range of geographic locations and 

cultures.  

 

8  See appendix A for further reference 



The British Empire and the Art World as We Know It 

Though we could write hundreds of pages on the relevance of the history of art to the 

topics that this committee will discuss, it is necessary to provide a concise way to understand the 

factors that contribute to the art world today.  For this reason, we will provide several examples 

from the wider field of the history of art in order to explain the origins of the most important 

institutions in the art world. The following section focuses on the British Empire and the art 

institutions that came to be during its rise and prominence from the late 16th century through 

the Victorian period and into the early 20th century. Though Great Britain is not the only 

European country to have held colonies, and countries all over Europe have equally influential 

legacies in the history of art, the British Empire had an impact on the art world that is 

particularly relevant to the structure of the art world and the issues that the committee will 

discuss. 

Two of the core facets of ICOM’s mission are the presentation of art to the public, and the 

preservation of both tangible and intangible cultural heritage. ICOM defines ‘intangible heritage’ 

as “living expressions ” of heritage, such as oral and ritual traditions, and ancestral knowledge. 
9

Because of the global scale and influence of the British Empire on cultures all over the world and 

because of the publically-focused art institutions that the British created, the history of art in the 

Empire provides a particularly good example for understanding the art world in its current state. 

Though public accessibility is now regarded as an integral part of the art world, this has not 

always been the case. For much of the history of fine art, works were commissioned by and for 

the aristocracy or religious institutions, and were not necessarily as accessible to the average 

9  “Intangible Heritage,” International Council of Museums, 2016 

http://icom.museum/programmes/intangible-heritage/ 
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person as they are today . There are three major factors that still affect the art world that have 
10

their origins in the British Empire: the first is the influence of the Royal Academy on the 

standards by which art was legitimized and consumed, the second is the foundation of the first 

major art auction houses, and the third is the foundation of the first publicly accessible 

exhibitions, such as in the Ashmolean Museum and at the Great Exhibition of 1851.  

The Royal Academy of Arts (RA) is a private, independent institution founded by King 

George III  in 1768. Like others of its kind, such as the French Académie royale de peinture et de 

sculpture , the Royal Academy is an institution devoted to the arts. It serves to educate about 
11

and preserve the fine arts, and, most importantly it is devoted to the practice of the arts. At the 

height of its influence, the Royal Academy was a major influence on public taste in the arts and 

was the ultimate source of legitimacy in the production of fine art . Through its exhibitions and 
12

public lectures on art, the Royal Academy defined ‘good’ technical practice and subject matter in 

the arts. The annual Summer Exhibition, which has been held every year since its inception in 

1769, was (and continues to be) of particular importance. Artists could not hope to be seen as 

legitimate to the public if their works were not accepted by the Academy for exhibition. Over 

time, groups such as the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood and the French Impressionists began to 

challenge the dominance of their respective academies by creating works that subverted 

conventional taste and by presenting them at alternative exhibitions. Today, the RA and other 

academies of art still exist as influential institutions in the art world, though a multitude of 

10  See the Art History Timeline in the Resources Section for examples of this. Good examples of art that 

fits this description are Egyptian Funerary Art, Roman Imperial Art, Medieval European art, and 

Renaissance Art (such as works funded by the Medici family).  

11“French Academy of Fine Arts: History, Teaching of Academic Art, Salon Controversy.” 

Visual-Arts-Cork.com. http://www.visual-arts-cork.com/history-of-art/french-academy.html 

 
12  Rosenfeld, Jason, “The Salon and The Royal Academy in the Nineteenth Century,” The 

Metropolitan Museum of Art Heilbrunn Timeline of Art History, October  2004,  

http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/sara/hd_sara.htm 

 

http://www.visual-arts-cork.com/history-of-art/french-academy.html
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opportunities for exhibition in galleries and museums have made it one of many options for 

artists. The legacy of the Royal Academy’s dominant influence over public reception of art in the 

18th and 19th centuries is still relevant today, as it set a precedent for the relationship between 

public accessibility and artistic legitimacy that still exists in the art world today.  

The revival of the auction process and the foundation of the first major auction houses in 

the mid-eighteenth century had a major impact on the art world. The earliest known auction 

house in the world, the Stockholms Auktionsverk (the Stockholm Auction House) was founded 

in 1674 by Baron Claes Rålamb . Not long after, British auction houses Sotheby’s and Christie’s 
13

were founded, in 1744 and 1766, respectively . Today, the companies are the top two auction 
14

houses in the world, operating in major cities across the globe and facilitating the buying and 

selling of art by some of the world’s most renowned artists. The advent of the auction house as a 

force in the art world made art more accessible to the British public through high-profile public 

auctions. In the nineteenth century, especially, the growth of the middle class increased the 

average person’s ability to engage with and purchase art through these institutions. An 1808 

print from R. Ackerman’s Microcosm of London; or, London in Miniature shows the Christie’s 

auction room as a lofty room with high windows, filled with paintings to be sold and a bustling 

crowd of men and women admiring the work and talking amongst themselves . The print serves 
15

to show that an auction was not simply a place to purchase art, but a social event where gossip 

was exchanged and art was valued both in terms of its monetary worth and visual components.  

13  “About Us,” Stockholms Auktionsverk, 
http://auktionsverket.com/about-us/about-stockholms-auktionsverk/ 
 
14  “About Us -- Who We Are,” Christie’s, 
http://www.christies.com/about-us/welcome-to-christies/about-us/ 
“About Us,” Sotheby’s, 
http://www.sothebys.com/en/news-video/blogs/all-blogs/sothebys/2017/02/about-us.html 
 
15  See Appendix B 

http://auktionsverket.com/about-us/about-stockholms-auktionsverk/
http://www.christies.com/about-us/welcome-to-christies/about-us/
http://www.sothebys.com/en/news-video/blogs/all-blogs/sothebys/2017/02/about-us.html


Since the beginning of European exploration and colonization, private collections of 

artifacts and art from across the world became a popular way to demonstrate one’s worldliness 

and financial ability to travel. Over time, these private collections would become the foundation 

for the very first museums. In particular, the “Tradescant Ark,” collected by the Tradescants, 

became the foundation of the collection in The Ashmolean Museum in Oxford, England . Today, 
16

The Ashmolean Museum is regarded as the first public museum in the world. The John 

Tradescants, both junior and senior, were royal botanists who traveled the world in search of 

botanical samples. They soon became interested in both natural and human-made rarities, and 

their collection soon included incredible artifacts such as Powhatan’s Mantle . After being held 
17

in the Tradescantium Museum, in 1677, John Ashmole donated the collection and created the 

Ashmolean . As the British Empire grew, so did collectors’ ability to gather items from all over 
18

the world. The British Museum, founded in 1753, found its original basis in the antiquities 

collected by Sir Hans Sloane . Today, many of the world’s most prominent museums of all 
19

kinds, from the British Museum and the Ashmolean, to the Guggenheim Museums, were 

originally founded to showcase a particular collection. Despite their official label as ‘public’ 

institutions, many of these museums were originally intended to serve scholars, first and 

foremost. However, one last British institution normalized and encouraged public interaction 

with art by aligning it with national pride and by creating a major cultural and social event 

centered around art. 

16  “The John Tradescants: A Collection of Rarities,” Musaeum.org, 
http://www.musaeum.org/tradescants/tradescant.html 
 
17  See Appendix C 
 
18  “About,” The Ashmolean Museum, http://www.ashmolean.org/about 
 
19  “The Museum’s Story: History of the British Museum,” The British Museum, 
http://www.britishmuseum.org/about_us/the_museums_story/general_history.aspx 
 

http://www.musaeum.org/tradescants/tradescant.html
http://www.ashmolean.org/about
http://www.britishmuseum.org/about_us/the_museums_story/general_history.aspx


The Great Exhibition of 1851 was the first major exhibition of industry and culture from 

all over the world. Though there was a major focus on the industrial capabilities of the Empire, 

the Exhibition’s focus on material goods and craftsmanship from all over the world made it 

almost museum-like. The fair was held inside the Crystal Palace, a massive glass-and-iron 

structure that was temporarily erected in Hyde Park for the Exhibition . Over 10,000 objects 
20

were displayed, with different areas dedicated to pieces from different countries all over the 

world, including British colonies such as India, as well as the United States and Russia. The 

Great Exhibition was extremely well attended--over six million people had visited the Crystal 

Palace by the time it had reached the end of its six month tenure. By all accounts, it was a major 

cultural moment for British citizens. For a small entrance fee, industrial workers, middle class 

businessmen, “country villagers,” women, schoolchildren, and even Queen Victoria herself were 

able to visit the Exhibition and take in its wonders . World fairs became popular in subsequent 
21

years, such as the World’s Columbian Exhibition, held in Chicago in 1893. Exhibitions became 

cultural touchstones for the entirety of the public, rather than just exclusive settings for the 

wealthy.  

All three of these types of institutions brought art to a wide public sphere by providing 

spaces to access works and by facilitating a global market through which art could be 

transferred. They provided a framework for people to relate to art that is still the primary way in 

which we engage with art today. Though the Royal Academy no longer has the final word on 

what art is seen as legitimate, a degree in fine art is still seen as necessary for a fine artist to be 

taken seriously. Auction houses still dominate the global art market and increase the possibility 

20  See Appendix D, figures 1 and 2, for a depiction of the Crystal Palace.  

 

21  Liza Picard, “The Great Exhibition,” The British Library, 14 October 2009, 

https://www.bl.uk/victorian-britain/articles/the-great-exhibition 
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of public access through estate sales of large private collections. Perhaps the most 

widely-accessed type of institution of these three is the museum, which for many people is one of 

the first places that they interact with and learn about art. As ICOM states, one of the most 

important aspects of a museum is its public nature and its duty to preserve the cultural heritage 

of humanity . However, the destructive and eurocentric nature of the British Empire created 
22

problems that still affect the international art world today. The access that the global scale of the 

Empire provided to British citizens rested on the destruction and subjugation of other cultures 

all over the world.  The idea that everyday people should be able to access as much information 

as possible in a public setting is still prevalent in our world today--as evidenced by ICOM’s 

aforementioned museum definition--but it also presents some of the biggest issues in the art 

world.  

 

Analysis 

 

Two core themes of this committee will be the concepts of accessibility and heritage. 

ICOM seeks to improve public access to the cultural heritage of humanity, and so it must 

consider the accessibility of the entire Art World as well, because it is the larger network in 

which museums operate. Who is the art world accessible to? What are the benefits and 

consequences that come from this accessibility? In addition, issues of identity politics, 

nationalism, and cultural heritage have become increasingly relevant as people seek to define 

themselves in a global society. Heritage is a powerful tool for people to understand their own 

past, and to understand and empathize with the perspectives of others, but it can also be used as 

a tool for hatred. As stewards of cultural heritage, how do institutions in the Art World navigate 

this complexity? 

22  “Icom Code of Ethics For Museums,” ICOM,  2017, 
http://icom.museum/fileadmin/user_upload/pdf/Codes/ICOM-code-En-web.pdf 
 

http://icom.museum/fileadmin/user_upload/pdf/Codes/ICOM-code-En-web.pdf


 

Eurocentricity of the Art World 

One of the most predominant issues in the Art World is the eurocentricity of its 

institutions and history. Though art has existed in some form in every culture and time period, 

the Art World still perpetuates Eurocentric ideas and practices. As we learned earlier, some of 

the key parts of the art world—art schools, museums, auction houses, and exhibitions—were 

started in Europe, and their most noteworthy incarnations still remain in the West. Search any 

list of highly-ranked art and design school in the world, and the top 3 will likely be Western 

schools, such as the Royal College of Art in the UK, or the US-based Rhode Island School of Art 

and Design, and the New School’s Parsons School of Design . There are excellent museums all 
23

over the world, but the most extensive museum collections are also found in the West . The 
24

Smithsonian, The Louvre, and the Metropolitan Museum of Art have global collections, but are 

based in Washington, D.C., Paris, France, and New York City, respectively. Iconic museums with 

nationally-focused collections also tend to be Western, as well, such as the Prado in Madrid, 

Spain, and the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam, the Netherlands. As noted before, the two most 

prominent auction houses in the world, Sotheby’s and Christie’s, have offices all over the globe, 

but are based in New York City and London, respectively. The most famous and well-attended 

temporary exhibitions such as the Venice Biennial and Art Basil, are also based in the West. This 

has an inevitable impact on the people in the highest positions in the art world, and 

disproportionately prioritizes audiences in western countries. 

23Laura Bridgestock, “New Ranking of the World’s Top Art Schools,” Quacquarelli Symonds 

TopUniversities, 21 May 2015, 

https://www.topuniversities.com/university-rankings-articles/university-subject-rankings/new

-ranking-world%E2%80%99s-top-art-schools 

 

24  “Top Ten Museums and Galleries,” National Geographic, 20 September 2012, 

http://www.nationalgeographic.com/travel/top-10/museum-galleries/ 
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Because of the legacy of European colonialism, many artifacts and fine art pieces are 

scattered across the world. Collectors and explorers like the John Tradescants, Captain James 

Cook, and Augustus Henry Lane-Fox Pitt Rivers brought art objects and artifacts from all over 

the world back to Europe. Some artifacts were voluntarily given, but others were stolen and 

pillaged or ‘given’ under circumstances that later changed—for example, an object given as a 

peace offering may become stolen in the eyes of the giver if the terms of a peace treaty were 

violated. Later, Western archaeologists such as Howard Carter, who led the 1921 excavation of 

King Tutankhamun’s tomb in the Valley of the Kings, dug up entire sacred grave sites and 

brought their artifacts to Europe . This has lead to highly-charged debates in the art world. 
25

Many museums, such as the British Museum, are reluctant to return objects to their countries of 

origin or the descendants of the tribes they were taken from . Another particularly heated 
26

debate is the controversy over the return of the Parthenon Sculptures, otherwise known as the 

Elgin Marbles. The sculptures were removed from the Parthenon in the early 1800s under 

dubious circumstances, and the Greek Government has petitioned for their return ever since. 

While some argue that it would be just to return all objects to their origins, to do so is an 

extremely complicated task. Like the Parthenon Sculptures, many artifacts have been bought 

and sold multiple times before finally landing in the hands of a museum. To track the legality of 

these financial transactions requires one to assess the laws of the past and present, often across 

international borders. Indigenous groups, such as the Maori people of New Zealand, have been 

especially vocal about reclaiming human remains and objects of religious and symbolic 

25  Alex Q. Arbuckle,  “The Discovery of Tutankhamun, in Color,” Mashable, 

http://mashable.com/2015/11/04/king-tut-discovery/#vqzWbEGNTPqR 

 
26  Juan Pablo Sanchez, “How the Parthenon Lost its Marbles,” National Geographic, 

March/April 2017, 

http://www.nationalgeographic.com/archaeology-and-history/magazine/2017/03-04/partheno

n-sculptures-british-museum-controversy/ 

 

http://mashable.com/2015/11/04/king-tut-discovery/#vqzWbEGNTPqR
http://www.nationalgeographic.com/archaeology-and-history/magazine/2017/03-04/parthenon-sculptures-british-museum-controversy/
http://www.nationalgeographic.com/archaeology-and-history/magazine/2017/03-04/parthenon-sculptures-british-museum-controversy/


importance, but it is a slow and complicated legal process for anyone to undergo, and many do 

not have the resources to do so. The International Council of Museums, however, has 

established a mission to restitute illegally acquired cultural property through “Mediation ,” in 
27

which it provides guidance to museums in need of licensing or finances.  This process of 

“Mediation” is a voluntary process in which all involved parties work toward a “mutually 

satisfactory settlement” in art, using ethical standards based off the ICOM Code of Ethics for 

Museums, under the umbrella of ICOM-WIPO mediation rules.  

Other questions besides legality arise as well—in the case of the Parthenon Sculptures, 

which are seen as an important part of cultural heritage for the entire Western world, many 

argue that London is a more accessible place for people to view and understand the importance 

of the marbles. This concept only becomes trickier—is it more important for people to be able to 

access primary examples of global history, or should they return to their origins, and become 

much less accessible to scholars and the public?  

 

Terrorism and the Destruction of Global Heritage 

 

The Art World’s role in international politics has played an increasing role due to the fact 

that artifacts are being targeted as war tactics.  ISIS views art of all sorts as idolatrous and 

sacrilegious, and aim to destroy art pieces from all over the world.  

The grounds on which the ongoing Syrian Civil War are occurring are ancient; the 

meeting place of the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers are known to be the Cradle of Civilization. 

Evidence of such ancient history still stands, but faces constant threat of destruction by ISIS: 

according to Artnet, “Syria’s six certified cultural heritage sites have all been officially 

27“Art and Cultural Heritage Mediation.” Icom.  Accessed September 2017.  

http://icom.museum/programmes/art-and-cultural-heritage-mediation/ 

http://whc.unesco.org/en/statesparties/sy/


endangered since 2013, and all had been reported damaged as of March 2016 .”  Cities across 
28

Syria and Iraq are threatened, as many have been destroyed since 2010.  One of the most 

devastating destructions was that of Palmyra, a UNESCO World Heritage Site north-east of 

Damascus, Syria.  According the UNESCO, Palmyra is a first and second century site of ancient 

ruins that of a city on the “trade route linking Persia, India and China with the Roman Empire, 

marking the crossroads of several civilisations in the ancient world ”  In December 2016, ISIS 
29

launched the “Palmyra Offensive” which lasted until March 2017 when Syrian and Russian 

forces collaborated to remove ISIS influence from the area.  The counteroffensive was not 

without cost, however; 115 Syrian Army Soldiers and five Russian servicemen were killed , and  
30

irreversible damage was inflicted upon the ancient ruins . 
31

UNESCO Director-General Irina Bokova Released the following statement regarding the 

damages:  

“This new blow against cultural heritage, just a few hours after UNESCO received              

reports about mass executions in the theatre, shows that cultural cleansing led by violent              

extremists is seeking to destroy both human lives and historical monuments in order to              

deprive the Syrian people of its past and its future. This is why the protection of heritage                 

is inseparable from the protection of human lives, and we must all unite to put this at the                  

center of all efforts to build peace.”  

28Buffenstein, Alyssa. “A Monumental Loss: Here Are the Most Significant Cultural Heritage 

Sites Destroyed by ISIS.”Artnet News. May 2017. 

https://news.artnet.com/art-world/isis-cultural-heritage-sites-destroyed-950060 

 

29  “Site of Palmyra.” UNESCO. September 2017.  “ http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/23 

 
30  Syrian Observatory for Human Rights. April 2017. http://www.syriahr.com/en/?p=62142 

 

31  See appendix D 

https://news.artnet.com/art-world/isis-cultural-heritage-sites-destroyed-950060
http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/23
http://www.syriahr.com/en/?p=62142


UNESCO classifies all of such acts as war crimes. 

In addition to destroying artifacts, ISIS also collects and sells artifacts on the black 

market and publishes videos of members barbarically crushing art pieces on social media as 

propaganda.   The violence peaked in 2014 and, according to RAND, the influence of ISIS and 
32

the extent of the destruction have been diminishing ever since.   So far, the major sites that 
33

suffered  significant damage in Syria and Iraq are: 

- Aleppo, Syria: ISIS occupied Aleppo from 2012-2016, and damaged 35,722 structures 

- Raqqa, Syria: ISIS occupies it currently, and has since 2012.  Three historical shrines to 

Islamic figures were destroyed by ISIS. 

- Hatra, Iraq: ISIS occupied it from 2014-2017.  Although having withstood Roman 

invasion in the third century BC, ISIS “bulldozed” the city and used the footage as 

propaganda. 

As previously noted, ISIS seizes ancient art and artifacts from towns and moves the items 

to sell on the black market throughout the world.  Anti-trafficking laws and regulations are 

particularly weak around the world, and ISIS takes advantage of them.  In January 2016, 

nineteen classical statues were found in Shumen, Bulgaria that were part of the illicit art trade . 
34

Some figures may date back nearly 5,000 years.  Because of the lack of regulation on the transfer 

of antiquities between nations, the looted goods are sold without issue in large cities throughout 

the West—throughout both Europe and the United States.  

International organizations have taken some strides to tame the atrocities that occur in 

the international art market. Currently, ICOM issues Red Lists for goods that have been looted 

32  “A Monumental Loss: Here Are the Most Significant Cultural Heritage Sites Destroyed by 

ISIS.” May 2017. 

https://news.artnet.com/art-world/isis-cultural-heritage-sites-destroyed-950060 

33“Rolling Back the Islamic State.” RAND Corporation. April 2017.  

https://www.rand.org/pubs/research_reports/RR1912.html 
34  “'Broken System' Allows ISIS to Profit From Looted Antiquities.”The New York Times. 
January 2016.  

https://www.nytimes.com/2016/01/10/world/europe/iraq-syria-antiquities-islamic-state.html 



from areas of conflict.  There are lists for Libya  and Iraq from 2015, and Syria from 2013. 
35

Additionally, the US State Department offered a $5 million reward to anyone who could provide 

information that could disrupt the trafficking.  These efforts have proven to be weak, and much 

more drastic measures must be taken to lessen the influence of ISIS over the International Art 

Market.  Ironically, the average customers of looted goods are “history enthusiasts and art 

aficionados in the United States and Europe — representatives of the Western societies which 

I.S. has pledged to destroy” according to a report  by the Foundation for Defense of 
36

Democracies. 

ICOM also has provisions to protect cultural goods in the case of “hurricanes, flooding, 

earthquakes, fire, and outbreaks of war,” through the Museums Emergency Programme . This 
37

program is divided into three parts: study, prevention, and action. Study includes analysis of the 

specific local situation, and designing a plan of action alongside other museum professionals. 

Prevention consists of an educational program intended to teach professionals how to respond 

to a given situation. Finally, action entails the use of local networks as well as trained 

professionals to “implement common risk management strategies.” While this program could 

potentially provide a framework for the committee to respond to the situation regarding ISIL, 

the program has only been used twice: in Southeast Asia, in 2005, and in the Balkans, in 2006. 

A more comprehensive and effective strategy is necessary to combat the extensive destruction in 

war-torn areas. 

35http://icom.museum/fileadmin/user_upload/images/Redlists/Libya/151028_ERLL_EN-pag

es2.pdf 

36“Monumental Fight: Countering the Islamic State’s Antiquities Trafficking,” Foundation for 

the Defense of Democracies. November 2015. 
http://www.defenddemocracy.org/media-hit/yaya-j-fanusie-monumental-fight-countering-the-

islamic-states 

37  “Museum Emergency Program,” ICOM, 

http://icom.museum/programmes/museums-emergency-programme/ 
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The Pitfalls of Heritage  

 

Art can be a symbol of cultural pride and a way to understand other cultures. This gives it 

considerable power to educate and to create powerful emotional and intellectual contexts to 

understand one’s own culture as well as other cultures. In the case of indigenous groups whose 

culture and rituals have been suppressed or nearly eradicated, the preservation of cultural 

heritage through art objects and artifacts is paramount and can be a way for people to connect to 

a history that has been otherwise stolen from them. However, this power can also be used in a 

negative, propagandistic manner. In the United States, the issue of Confederate monuments has 

become a hotly debated issue. Many believe that Confederate statues are a way to preserve 

history, while others see them as a way to make public space more hostile, that was 

implemented during the Jim Crow era . It is important to note that the issue of heritage as a 
38

tool for division rather than as an opportunity for knowledge and empathy is not limited to the 

politics of the United States. Censorship in favor of nationalist propaganda has been used 

repeatedly throughout history, from Nazi Germany to the DPRK in North Korea . 
39

 

Financial Accessibility  

When considering art, the questions of what defines ownership, and why is ownership 

valued naturally arise.  What is the difference between looking at an art piece in a museum and 

38  Kirk Savage, “Standing Soldiers, Kneeling Slaves: Race, War, and Monument in 

Nineteenth-Century America” (Princeton, N.J. : Princeton University Press, 1997) 

 

39Yonette Joseph, “With Color and Fury, Anti-American Posters Appear in North Korea,” The 

New York Times, 19 Aug. 2017. 

www.nytimes.com/2017/08/19/world/asia/north-korea-posters.html  

 

http://www.nytimes.com/2017/08/19/world/asia/north-korea-posters.html


looking at one in your home?  Furthermore, what is the significance in having an original piece 

as opposed to a reprint?  As our culture grows more entranced with the conception of 

entrepreneurship and growing wealth, art has entered the capitalist arena as a symbol of wealth 

and status.  In the commodification of art, meaning, context, and purpose are potentially 

stripped from the piece, and the Symposium must come up with strategies to confront these 

issues.  The following paragraphs explain the problem at hand in greater detail and provide 

examples to demonstrate the magnitude.  

 To briefly explain the Western economics of art, most interaction between consumer and 

artist (as opposed to consumer and collector) is done through art galleries.  The galleries have 

full autonomy over both taste and prices, and abuse this power in manipulating prices to an 

outrageous extent due to the lack of regulation over these matters.  In other interests, such 

manipulation would cause inefficiency where supply would not meet demand, however the art 

market persists healthily; total sales in the art market totaled $45 billion in 2016 .  The concept 
40

of pricing art is difficult to stomach and to create general regulations over because the value of 

art is arbitrary.  It is argued that galleries keep prices high to protect artists, yet risk accessibility 

and attraction to art by the masses. Artists still suffer from financial “art bubbles” in this current 

system, where instead of lowering the prices of artists in galleries, galleries just drop the artist to 

avoid the risk of hurting the credibility of the gallery and the value of the artist.  The issue of 

pricing is so delicate that if priced too low, an artist may be seen as poor quality; whereas if it is 

too high, then there is a risk not being able to sell it and that the artist is perhaps “overhyped.” 

40
“H1  2017 – Global Art Market Report, by Artprice.com.” Artprice.com. September 2017. 

www.artprice.com/artprice-reports/global-art-market-in-h1-2017-by-artprice-com/h1-2017-global-a
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These galleries sell to a very specific, small audience: those with the money who can boost the 

perceived value of the pieces.  Galleries often invest heavily in individual artists, and represent 

them at major art fairs like Basel and help them refine their skills, causing a sort of financial 

dependence on galleries.  Galleries’ financial strength also leads them to have power to decide 

what is “trendy” and resultantly “sellable” in the art world.  All other art that does not fall under 

these categories is left to consumer choice to deem whether or not the art is worthy of purchase, 

causing artists who create pieces that remind people of uncomfortable subjects to be less 

successful in their works.  

To exemplify the outrageous prices, a Basquiat painting sold this summer at a Sotheby’s 

auction for over $110 million, shattering price records, especially for modern works. 

Additionally, amongst economic hard times in 2008, Damien Hirst conducted an auction and 

sold an entire show—an unprecedented occurrence—which made him almost $198 million in a 

day.  

Due to the alluring nature of the economics of art, buyers are tempted to the market not 

for the sake of art, but rather in search of investment opportunities.  This allure has pulled the 

Chinese art market onto the world stage due to its growing wealth, rivalling the art markets of 

many major Western players, with annual revenues close to $12 billion .  The creation of major 
41

auction forces in China is a strategic soft power approach implemented by the Chinese 

government.  In promoting a dynamic and vibrant art market overseas, they are developing a 

cultural agenda that embraces world art in China.  Today, six of the ten most influential auction 

houses are Chinese, and the largest—The Poly Auction House—has set up offices in Manhattan, 

Tokyo, San Francisco, and Sydney. China, however, has specific laws regarding which art is 

allowed to be exchanged within its borders in an effort to preserve its traditional art and keep 

41  Lehr, Deborah M. “China's Art Market Is Booming – But Not for Foreigners.” The Diplomat. 
https://thediplomat.com/2017/02/chinas-art-market-is-booming-but-not-for-foreigners/  

https://thediplomat.com/2017/02/chinas-art-market-is-booming-but-not-for-foreigners/


competition low.  International art auctions are not allowed within its borders either, apart from 

a joint business venture between Sotheby’s and state-owned multimedia company in China. 

 

Topics For Discussion and Questions to Consider 

The major theme of this committee will be to discuss the accessibility of the Art World a 

changing global landscape.  

1. How can museums and other institutions in the art world preserve cultural heritage for 

the benefit of all humanity while still respecting the heritage of specific groups? To what 

extent should artifacts be returned, and what kinds of artifacts should be returned? How 

do institutions in the art world negotiate issues of preserving cultural heritage with 

groups who do not have the resources to preserve their own cultural heritage? 

2. How can private and public institutions better collaborate to improve the accessibility of 

the art world for all? What common interests do museums and art dealers share?  

3. How can the international art market play a positive role in the protection and 

preservation of art objects and historical sites in war zones? 

4. How can the art community preserve freedom of speech and expression while fostering 

an atmosphere of diversity, cultural respect and awareness? How can the art world give 

voices to those who are often silenced? 

5. As the price of art rises, how can art be made more accessible without decreasing 

revenues?  

6. How can art institutions preserve their integrity in the face of fraud and scandals?  

Research Tools and Guidelines: 

Art History Timeline: 

A great basic timeline of Art History in general, which can better contextualize the issues 

discussed in committee. 



http://www.dummies.com/education/art-appreciation/art-history-timeline/ 

7 Days in the Art World by Sarah Thornton: 

This book can provide an excellent understanding of the different facets of the art world, and the 

stakes that each party has in it. Though reading the entire book is thoroughly enjoyable, this 

video outlines the core points of the book.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4z5tlRKr0JM 

ArtNet News: 

An art-focused resource that reports on the art world and the art market. An excellent resource 

to get a grasp on how the art world works, to get comprehensive information on the economic 

aspects of the art market, and to read about the latest conflicts in the art world. Great examples 

to understand how crisis might work, though any crisis-mapping before the conference is strictly 

prohibited. 

https://news.artnet.com/ 

How the Parthenon Lost its Marbles 

A deeper explanation of the controversy surrounding the Parthenon Sculptures and a good 

example of the complicated histories that many artifacts have. 

http://www.nationalgeographic.com/archaeology-and-history/magazine/2017/03-04/partheno

n-sculptures-british-museum-controversy/ 

Pitt Rivers Museum - Shrunken Heads 

An example of how museums have changed their policies over time regarding sensitive objects 

such as human remains. 

https://www.prm.ox.ac.uk/shrunkenheads 

TED Talks: 

Several TED talks from professionals in the field on the evaluation and interpretation of art.  

Defining Value in Today's Contemporary Art Market: Candace Worth at TEDxChelsea: 

http://www.dummies.com/education/art-appreciation/art-history-timeline/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4z5tlRKr0JM
https://news.artnet.com/
http://www.nationalgeographic.com/archaeology-and-history/magazine/2017/03-04/parthenon-sculptures-british-museum-controversy/
http://www.nationalgeographic.com/archaeology-and-history/magazine/2017/03-04/parthenon-sculptures-british-museum-controversy/
https://www.prm.ox.ac.uk/shrunkenheads


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XjcOhzBmLck 

 

How collectors determine the value of artworks? | Hossein Farmani | TEDxChiangMai: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OlVb_C9CXc4 

 

How value is created in the modern art market | Paul Morris | TEDxSchechterWestchester: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vLA8cgSBE5k 

 

The Madness of Art: Jim Kempner at TEDxChelsea: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=glkVw2LhkaE 

 

The Value of Art in this Time of Transition: Daniel Pinchbeck at TEDxChelsea 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pzp9gUgdnNU 
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Appendices  

Appendix A 

Figure 1 

 

Faig Ahmed, Liquid, 2014 

http://www.faigahmed.com/index.php?lang=en&page=8&projID=13 
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Figure 2 

 

Takashi Murakami, Oval Buddha  
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Figure 2 
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Figure 3
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Figure 4
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